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08 dieter Moebius
 "Humpa"
 Prevoiusly unreleased

09 duane Pitre
 "Feel Free (Hybrid Version): Live In Brussels"
  Below The Radar exclusive 

10 Frank Rosaly
 "Centering And Displacement" (excerpt)
  Below The Radar exclusive 

11 Sauce & Cop
 "OGG Vorbis/Drummer One"
 From a forthcoming release (Erikoisdance)

12 The Celebrate Music Synthesizer Group
 "Worm Sign" (edit) 
 From a forthcoming release (Sun Ark )

13 The Sonic Catering Band
 "VLDL"
 From a forthcoming release Food Science (Peripheral Conserve)

14 Simon whetham
 "Inertia, Rising"  (Below The Radar mix)
  From a forthcoming release Never So Alone (Crónica)

01 Joshua Bonnetta 
 “Optical I”
         Below The Radar exclusive 

02 austin Cesear
 "In The Depths Of The Ocean Is Our Capitol"
         From Cruise Forever (Public Information Records) 

03 hem
 "Karmaesque"
  Below The Radar exclusive  (Frijsfo Beats)

04 anna homler & Sylvia hallett
 "Scramble"
 Previously unreleased (The Orchestra Pit Recording Company)

05 Kaba Blon
 "Mousso Djougou Fourou"
 Previously unreleased (Sahel Sounds)

06 King Felix
 "Armstrong Limit" 
 From Go For The Gold (self-release)

07 Mdou Moctar
 "La Super"  
 Previously unreleased (Sahel Sounds)

Compiled by Daisy Hyde 
© The Wire magazine 2012 
thewire.co.uk
Cover image by Mishka Henner
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Joshua Bonnetta 
“Optical I”
Below The Radar exclusive

Artist statement:

Optical sound was once the preferred analogue exhibition 
format for cinema sound before the advent of digital formats. A 
film projector is equipped with an optical reader that uses light 
to read whatever may lie along the soundtrack area of the film 
stock, be it dust, scratches or waveforms.

To create an optical track professionally, waveforms generated 
from sounds are photographically printed onto film negative 
to be composited with the cinematic image during printing. As 
the finished soundtrack passes over the optical reader, the 
waveform is read by light and the signal is converted to physical 
sound that is projected in concert with the image.

The art of creating 16mm optical tracks is waning professionally, 
as film is no longer the industry exhibition medium of choice. Its 
industrial obsolescence impedes traditional workflows but also 
opens up new possibilities for creative thinking and invention 
with the medium. This track is a small sketch from a recent 
darkroom experiment with Kodak 16mm sound stock, a mirror, an 

aperture, optics, light and a speaker. It's a first attempt 
to try and create a rudimentary form of optical sound 
and a visualization of the corresponding wavelengths. All 
sound was recorded from an optical reader through an 
16mm Eiki projector.

Thanks to Rob Butterworth.

joshuabonnetta

02

austin Cesear
"In The Depths Of The Ocean Is Our Capitol"
From Cruise Forever (Public Information Records)

Label statment:

The glowing heartcore from deep inside a debut LP... its 
most tender, heartbreaking moment. The scene-Ballardian... 
like Kerans in his Drowned World, we bask on the beach at 
the Ritz, by the lagoon, at ease. The heat rages. Birds trill. 
Trees whisper. Suddenly torrents of bleeding digital noise 
crash at the calm. We are sucked under water through flora 
and fauna. Voices ghost in through the murk. A mournful 
string-refrain echoes and echoes and echoes... life flashes 
by...then after three minutes, the ocean drains. We soon 
surface. Breathless and blinded by the searing Sun. Through 
the glare-haze, Austin Cesear is there to take us to the next 
track, into the dark once more, to Cruise Forever.

http://www.joshuabonnetta.com/
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hem
"Karmaesque"
Below The Radar exclusive (Frijsfo Beats)

Artist statement:

I create pieces like "Karmaesque" in quite a particular way. 
My main sound sources for this type of Hem track are FM 
synthesisers.

I've spent a lot of time experimenting with this system over 
the years, the instruments of the Yamaha DX/SY/FS series 
are incredible and highly underrated. They can produce 
very abstract, yet controllable sounds, which are ideal for 
this style of music. For "Karmaesque" I also included some 
recordings of a small metal box and a manipulated vocal 
sample.

I start by constructing a series of component sequences 
which integrate well with each other, then break them down 
in various ways. I then organise a randomised playback 
system for the resulting pieces.

During the recording process my main task is to adjust 
the tonal qualities of each sound and control the mix 
levels. This ensures that the recording is unique and 
unrepeatable. Each of the Hem pieces made in this way 
do rely on a system, but turn out differently according to 
external influences. "Karmaesque", for instance, is inspired 
by the video work of NY based artist Mika Rottenberg.

I produce other music differently as Geiom but my new 
album for Frijsfo Beats will feature both projects.

soundcloud.com/geiom
frijsfo

04

anna homler & Sylvia hallet
"Scramble"
Previously unreleased (The Orchestra Pit Recording Company)

Artist statement:

This piece is taken from a live recording at The 
Mopomoso club at the Vortex in May 2012, to celebrate 
the release of their album.

Anna Homler (L.A.) & Sylvia Hallett (Tottenham, London) 
first met in 1992 in a south London record shop where 
Sylvia was launching her first solo CD. It was Anna's 
first trip to Britain. They worked as a duo (aka Bread 
and Shed) in many improvisation clubs in London, 
and the UK. They recorded together in London and  
continued to record while apart, files winging back and 
forth between Los Angeles and London.  Their album 
The Many Moods of Bread and Shed on the Orchestra 
Pit label was released this year. While evoking lunar 
landscapes and mysterious laments, they delight in 
atmospheric loops, chants, minor keys and a good tea 
biscuit.

sylviahallett
theorchestrapit

http://www.soundcloud.com/geiom
http://www.frijsfo.com/
http://www.sylviahallett.co.uk
http://www.theorchestrapit.com
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05

Kaba Blon
"Mousso Djougou Fourou"
Previously unreleased (Sahel Sounds)

Label statement:

Kaba Blon is one of Bamako's hip hop/balani groups, rapping 
over instrumentals pieced together from balifon samples and 
breaks. This song addresses marriage problems in a back and 
forth conversation between husband and wife.

sahelsounds

06

King Felix
"Armstrong Limit"
From Go For The Gold (self-release)

07

Mdou Moctar
"La Super"
Prevoiusly unreleased (Sahel Sounds)

Label statement:

Mdou Moctar is a guitarist from Niger. "La Super" is one 
of his own compositions, a melancholy love song, that 
here is given the autotune and synth treatment. He's 
been featured on the Music from Saharan Cellphones 
compilations and is releasing a split 7" with Portland, 
Oregon's Brainstorm next month.

sahelsounds

http://sahelsounds.com/
http://sahelsounds.com/
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08

dieter Moebius
"Humpa"
Previously unreleased

Artist statement:

Moebius was a founding member of Cluster and Harmonia. For 
the last two years he has been touring solo. During this time he 
recorded the track Humpa, which has now been released as part of 
the songwriter Phew's project Undark.

09

duane Pitre
"Feel Free (Hybrid Version): Live In Brussels"
Below The Radar exclusive

Artist statement:

Recorded live during my performance/installation at 
Les Ateliers Claus's KLANKSON II Festival, which took 
place June 16th, 2012 in Brussels, BE. The one-day fest 
consisted of a four-act bill on the main venue stage (in 
the evening/night) and four sound installation rooms 
that were active for an eight-hour period (afternoon into 
night).
 
I was given one of the sound installation rooms to carry 
out a hybrid version of Feel Free, for which I tweaked the 
piece's Max patch so it would allow me to seamlessly 
switch back and forth between the solo and installation 
versions of the piece. This swapping went on for the full 
eight hours; and because I had such a long period, to 
essentially perform the same material, over and over, 
I was able to explore new and fresh combinations/

approaches to the piece. 

The installation rooms (and main venue) were situated under 
the Brussels North train station overpass (you'll hear the 
rumbling of the trains a handful of times throughout the 
recording) and people could come and go into the rooms as 
they pleased (the sound of this is present in the recording 
as well). By leaving such ambient "noises" on the recording 
it allows the listener to experience the work in a similar way 
as those that were in my room.

This live recording captures an 11+ minute excerpt of eight 
hours of continuous sound. The first 1'45" shows Feel 
Free in "installation mode" with the remainder being a solo 
performance of the piece.

duanepitre

www.duanepitre.com
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10

Frank Rosaly
"Centering And Displacement" (excerpt)
From Centering And Displacement (Utech) 

Label statement:

To manipulate a recording of the improvised process is to directly 
dilute spontaneous conception, and thank god for that.

Centering And Displacement was composed in the winter-summer 
of 2008 in Chicago.

A body of improvised source material was collected, segmented 
and organized by a simple chance operation. These segments were 
then orchestrated into a sound program and arranged by order 
of the strict composed form. At times, the score also regulated 
post-recorded effects to manipulate the original material. As 
the material was edited, it was divided into six separate material 
was edited, it was divided into six separate channels (three stereo 
tracks). Each pair of channels was transferred to a cd and each 
was played on three cd players simultaneously, creating a simple 

11

Sauce & Cop
"OGG Vorbis / Drummer One"
Forthcoming (Erikoisdance)

Label statement:

The latest few Erikoisdance releases have been quite 
sophisticated affairs. Well balanced entireties of delicate of 
delicate, complex beauty even. Well, words like those will be 
of no use when trying to describe the 70 minute display of 
home-made electronic rawness that is the debut CDr of Sauce 
& Cop.

The duo--enigmatic or just unknown--turn having no style 
into a style of their own. The charming simplicity of their 
techno primitivism, always straightforward to the point of 
vulgarity and often unpretentiously lotek, is quite accurately 
portrayed in the medley here (both parts of which are heard 
on the record as separate, longer versions).

It took half an hour for TFC (the other 1/2 of the group) to 
pry the wrinkled up entrails of the cassette out of the player, 
after the tape snapped while digitizing the second part of 
the song (a 1996 home recording of an Elka rhythm machine). 
Hence the sped up effect at the end.

mustakirahvi.net/erikoisdance

six-channel sound installation. In 2011, the dense six-
channel score was revised and reduced to two channels 
(one stereo track), which is now the final, preferred 
version of the work.
The result is a centrifugal record filled with moments 
of surprise and complexity. Drums, percussion and 
electronics are at the core, revealing themselves with 
precision and radiant color. Frank Rosaly has created 
a piece of music that stands apart in the field of 
challenging music.

frankrosaly
utechrecords

http://www.mustakirahvi.net/erikoisdance/
http://frankrosaly.com/
http://www.utechrecords.com/
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12

The Celebrate Music Synthesiser Group
"Worm Sign"
Forthcoming (Sun Ark)

Label statement:

"WORM SIGN" (edit) by THE CELEBRATE MUSIC SYNTHESIZER 
GROUP, recorded at WORM in ROTTERDAM, June 2012

feat. Cameron Stallones, M. Geddes Gengras, Butchy Fuego, Tony 
Lowe

forthcoming on SUN ARK RECORDS
13

The Sonic Catering Group
"VLDL"
From the release Food Science (Peripheral Conserve)

VLDL by The Sonic Catering Band (written by Tim Kirby) from the 
mini-album, Food Science on the Peripheral Conserve label (pH-
16). Released in August 2012.

The Sonic Catering Band have a new release called, Food 
Science - a mini-album of fairly immersive culinary recordings 
featuring several recordists including Sonic Catering stalwarts, 
Colin Fletcher, Tim Kirby and Peter Strickland. We're also joined 
by Jonathan Coleclough, Andrew Liles, Colin Potter and Pal Toth. 
Our Peripheral Conserve label is issuing the mini-album in a very 
small run of 250 CDs. Catalogue number: pH-16

soniccatering

14

Simon whetham
"Inertia, Rising" (Below The Radar remix)
From the forthcoming album Never So Alone (Crónica)

...an accompanied trip to Portugal in 2010 soon becomes 
a solo visit to Lisbon. The steep and winding streets at 
first seem uninviting, as unwelcoming as that left behind. 
It is dark, and it starts to rain. Doors are closed, but light 
filters out, making the uneven cobbles glisten. I venture 
out to capture the ambience of these empty streets, which 
suddenly erupt as celebrations begin. The mood instantly 
changes to one of joviality and warm smiles greet this 
weary traveller.

While exploring Lisbon, I discover the warmth and 
openness of the Portuguese; the peace within this large, 
busy city; the musicality in the undertones of this peace 
and the understanding that being alone does not have to 
be a negative state, is not automatically associated with 
being lonely. 

M
ar

tin
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lin

http://www.soniccatering.com
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I am unable to return home, an Icelandic volcano 
spewing ash up in a cloud that stops all air traffic and 
creates widespread panic. I enjoy this disturbance, that 
something so natural can throw all of our plans into 
disarray, with no end in sight. 

This album marks a change in many ways; in preferring 
to be alone rather than lonely; in being trapped, 
stranded, but not lost. It becomes a positive, uplifting 
album with a happy ending...

Never so Alone is to be released later this year through 
Crónica (Crónica 073~2012).

simonwhetham
cronicaelectronica

www.simonwhetham.co.uk
www.cronicaelectronica.org

